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14:08:58  From Pippa Gibson : Patrick gannon just joined
14:16:23  From Yuetong Zhang : What does WSCH mean?
14:16:32  From Gray Dougherty : Weekly Student Contact Hours
14:18:37  From Jennifer Mahato : Are the lab spaces also computer labs?
14:31:40  From gokce kasikci : Apologies, I  am late. I was on another zoom call
14:32:27  From Mary Sullivan : safe flow of people without great impact with car/trucks
14:34:58  From Sam Bliss - De Anza : East of the VPAC would be great for an arts building - 
take over part of parking lot A; this would make the placement seem intentional and facilitate art 
student access to the Euphrat Museum
14:37:21  From Daniel Smith : @Sam It might also present a nicer face to those passing the 
campus. It would also facilitate all of the other CA programs nearby.
14:39:29  From Patrick Gannon : Also the rideshare for drop off.
14:41:32  From Mary Sullivan : Entrance/exit - only one option might be confusing...I came to 
campus, I would expect to leave the same way to return
14:42:21  From Kimberly Lam : Just want to also encourage moving to build the new arts 
building as soon as possible. As an music student whose had to take classes at West Valley 
since my classes weren't offered at De Anza, I know of lots of students doing the same and 
even making a permanent move to other colleges - and I think the arts classes that would be 
missing if we don't move to create new buildings ASAP would continue to lead to less student 
enrollment in the arts
14:42:26  From Sam Bliss - De Anza : Build a big parking garage over parking lot B, in order to 
free up parking lot A for an arts building, etc.  This would give you ample parking at both major 
entrances and create that statement building.
14:44:55  From Mary Sullivan : extra parking encourages driving rather than public transport
14:45:40  From Mary Sullivan : traffic circle there would be flooded and STOP
14:45:52  From Tina Lockwood :  How many young people know how to use traffic circles?  
14:45:53  From Yuetong Zhang : I'm with Mary on that, especially with our dedication to 
sustainability 
14:47:14  From Mary Sullivan : have we considered a pedestrian bridge over campus drive?
14:47:26  From Eugene Rodriguez : I’m with Mary,Tina and Yuetong about the traffic circles
14:48:11  From Cheryl Owiesny to Pippa Gibson(Direct Message) : Hello hope you are well.  
What as the comment on traffic circles by tina
14:48:42  From Cheryl Owiesny to Pippa Gibson(Direct Message) : Was
14:50:32  From Patrick Gannon : The pedestrians really slow the traffic coming into the college 
On Mary
14:50:49  From Pippa Gibson to Tina Lockwood(Direct Message) : Because our pathways are 
not straight it’s important to have really clear signage so they and we can help find the buildings. 
Can you mention it?
14:51:55  From Pippa Gibson to Cheryl Owiesny(Direct Message) : Consider having them to 
improve traffic flow and decrease slow moving car accidents
14:52:00  From Cheryl Owiesny : How will the development of the Oaks shopping center affect 
DA
14:52:03  From Cindy Lee : Small note for correction - Adapted Physical Education, located in 
PE1, is part of Student Services as well
14:52:11  From Michele LeBleu-Burns : Thanks Tina! We definitely need more space for 
several student services areas.
14:52:39  From Tina Lockwood to Pippa Gibson(Direct Message) : yes
14:52:43  From Chris Winn : I think just a simple solid sliding gate would work well in covering 
the loading dock area.  
14:53:36  From Chris Winn : I think senior living facilities or something similar with mixed use 
retail is planned for the oaks
14:53:56  From Yuetong Zhang : https://cupertinotoday.com/2020/05/14/major-cupertino-senior-
housing-development-passes-planning-hurdle/



14:54:06  From Rosafel Adriano-Nogra : Let’s also consider a space for emergency transport 
including back road for student’s privacy
14:55:09  From Rosafel Adriano-Nogra : Can we include a meditation area for student center
14:55:13  From Sarah Wallace : More info on the Oaks (from April) https://
www.mercurynews.com/2020/04/29/housing-retail-mixed-use-project-pushes-ahead-cupertino-
development-real-estate/
14:55:39  From Cheryl Owiesny : Per the first link yuetong sent. It will have
14:55:44  From Cheryl Owiesny : would be 294 housing units, including 206 senior apartments. 
Townhomes and rowhouses will make up the remained of the units. 48 of the senior units will be 
affordable rate.
14:55:44  From Michele LeBleu-Burns : Yes Rosafel! Especially for medical and Psychiatric 
emergencies!
14:56:05  From Mary Sullivan : JMRC is in MLC - would that be consider student services?
14:56:12  From Rosafel Adriano-Nogra : Can veteran office be part of that?
14:56:21  From Yuetong Zhang : Same question as Mary
14:56:26  From Yuetong Zhang : JMRR
14:56:48  From Rosafel Adriano-Nogra : Community Pantry too
14:56:55  From Rosafel Adriano-Nogra : Food Pantry
14:57:05  From Cheryl Owiesny : Also at old oaks. also include retail space and thousands of 
square feet of open space.
14:57:29  From Rosafel Adriano-Nogra : Emergency Transport too for health and psyche 
services
14:58:53  From Tina Lockwood : Police transport too?
15:02:10  From Chris Winn : That's actually PE-11U (dance facility)
15:02:12  From Rosafel Adriano-Nogra : How about a “Hub” new space focused on staff 
training and professional training?
15:03:21  From Tina Lockwood : The Professional Development Office has the training space in 
the MLC.
15:04:22  From Chris Winn : We can definitely have a discussion about dance and theater 
classes being moved to VPAC, but may be best for a discussion on a different platform.
15:05:22  From Daniel Smith : @Chris Agreed. I’m trying to keep in mind the issues you’ve 
raised before. It may be that Dance can’t use the stage.
15:06:19  From Yuetong Zhang : Will students also be able to use potential performance space 
in the "Events Center"? 
15:07:06  From Sam Bliss - De Anza : From the Euphrat Museum perspective, we would love to 
see more students using the VPAC side because it will increase traffic to and student 
awareness of the gallery as well
15:07:20  From Daniel Smith : @Yuetong I hope so.
15:07:54  From Chris Winn : @Daniel:  I think there is absolutely a way we can come up with 
an approach to use of the stage and green room for future dance class and theater classes.
15:08:09  From Sarah Wallace : Agree with Tina.  I also think that if the Wifi is improved on 
campus, that will help lessen the need for the giant computer labs.  Students will have more 
areas that they can be on wifi on their own devices. There are a lot of areas on campus with 
poor wifi connection
15:09:22  From Yuetong Zhang : Students definitely can use more of the VPAC side as well as 
the new space. 
15:11:15  From Daniel Smith : @Yuetong  We’d have to have staff there when students are 
also there. Since VPAC doesn’t have regular staffing present, but the Events Center could do 
so, it might be easier to use the new space.
15:11:54  From Tim Shively : I think the same could be said of the L-Quad.
15:13:00  From Emanuel (Manny) DaSilva : I agree Tim.
15:13:27  From Tina Lockwood : Correction, the green space to the right of E1 is a parking lot.
15:14:37  From Mary Sullivan : with little conversation spaces...not just a BIG long bench



15:15:05  From Tim Shively : I need to leave, unfortunately.
15:15:16  From Gray Dougherty : Thanks Tim!
15:15:20  From Cheryl Owiesny : There used to be an outside coffee cart at L7
15:16:19  From Rosafel Adriano-Nogra : Can we add a quiet meditation area  for outdoor 
spaces?
15:17:48  From Sam Bliss - De Anza : You could double the outdoor space South of the library - 
which is constantly used by students and community members - by knocking out S-3 and 
moving the S-classrooms and PSME into a larger multi-story building
15:19:40  From Zoe Vulpe : ^^ I would justliketo echo that the space south of the library is 
beautiful and definitely heavily used by students, and I think the reason is beacause it is so 
green and has lots of well spaced benches 
15:21:40  From Pippa Gibson : Outdoor spaces need to have a lot of shade
15:22:01  From Hyon Chu Yi-Baker : Hirsch should be Kirsch?
15:22:30  From Pippa Gibson : Sunken garden is not used much as it’s too hot
15:23:04  From Chris Winn : Yes, the coffee cart was at the corner of L-7 next to L-8
15:24:32  From Yuetong Zhang : Arent the sunken garden historic? 
15:25:13  From Cheryl Owiesny : The two little sunken gardens I see used most by the children 
coming to the planetarium
15:25:14  From Chris Winn : @Yuetong: I believe they are talking about the small sunken 
meeting spaces near S-3, not the large Sunken Garden.
15:25:29  From Pippa Gibson : @ Yuetong the main sunken garden is but they are talking 
about area in S quad
15:25:37  From Sam Bliss - De Anza : We use those sunken gardens spaces with the 
Planetarium all the time.  As long as they still had tables for field trip students and flat space for 
setting up telescopes, filling them in for accessibility would not negatively affect Planetarium 
programming in any way.
15:25:46  From Cheryl Owiesny : The kids also come to the athletics fields
15:25:50  From Yuetong Zhang : Oh, I'm sorry. Thank you for the clarification
15:26:22  From Zoe Vulpe : moving S3 and opening up an even larger green area of just grass, 
trees and benches (instead of putting a fountain or some concrete structure) would draw a lot of 
students, as well as having it be accessible 
15:29:10  From Yuetong Zhang : E office buildings?
15:29:52  From Cheryl Owiesny : That area at S7 by cheryl Baums office seems cut off and 
seccluded
15:31:07  From Mary Sullivan : we do workouts there too!!
15:31:57  From Mary Sullivan : and community comes and walks the track!
15:32:39  From Pippa Gibson : And we use the field for graduation and we need more seating 
and shade for sure
15:38:07  From gokce kasikci : I have to leave. please accept my apologies.
15:40:51  From Mary Sullivan : seating that isn't wooden (wet) during rain/dew
15:41:46  From Tina Lockwood : I'm trying Mary!
15:42:41  From Sarah Wallace : @Tina the new benches between Forum and PE are 
awesome!
15:43:11  From Tina Lockwood : Those are the new ones.  Removing the old benches is 
proving to be harder than I thought. 
15:43:36  From Yuetong Zhang : Single stream recycling!
15:43:54  From Zoe Vulpe : echoing Hyon Chu, having more clear bulletin boards and areas 
that students know will have updated news / events 
15:44:09  From Cheryl Owiesny : The recycling and garbage needs to be more aesthetically 
pleasing and have tops to keep the crows and other birds out
15:44:29  From Cheryl Owiesny : Yes shade
15:44:29  From Yuetong Zhang : More Big Belly Bins would be great since they compact the 
trash as well



15:44:33  From Michele LeBleu-Burns : It would be helpful to have more way finding signs that 
are easy for folks to read, understand where they are and clear instructions for how to get where 
they are trying to go.
15:44:36  From Hyon Chu Yi-Baker : agree with Cheryl about those trans cans
15:44:37  From Mary Sullivan : What if instead of bulletin boards, why not monitors...like in the 
library
15:46:13  From Zoe Vulpe : a few more water-filling stations and water fountains, there are 
often long lines at the one in the MLC and the library
15:46:40  From Michele LeBleu-Burns : Crows are very intelligent birds!
15:46:48  From Mary Sullivan : Manny - aren't you replacing with the "big Boy" cans
15:47:15  From Jennifer Mahato : Thanks everyone - I have to run.
15:47:56  From Michele LeBleu-Burns : Bye Everyone - Happy Thanksgiving!
15:48:13  From Emanuel (Manny) DaSilva : They are called " BibBelly" :)
15:49:06  From Rosafel Adriano-Nogra : Visible Signage is the common areas not just for bikes 
but also electric scooters and skateboards
15:49:33  From Yuetong Zhang : https://www.deanza.edu/collegeops/recycling.html
15:51:34  From Cheryl Owiesny : @Manny did you mean big belly?
15:51:52  From Eugene Rodriguez : Thank you. I have to leave.
15:52:10  From Daniel Smith : Thank you everyone. I need to get ready for another meeting in 
a few minutes.
15:52:44  From Mary Sullivan : Thanks all - Happy Thanksgiving...stay safe! Gotta depart!
15:54:23  From Hyon Chu Yi-Baker : Thanks everyone. I really love how our meetings are 
progressing. Have to prepare for my next meeting. Happy Turkey day! See you next month. 
15:54:50  From Pippa Gibson : http://www.deanza.edu/gov/campus_facilities/
15:54:57  From Rosafel Adriano-Nogra : Happy Thanksgiving to all! Stay well :)
15:55:12  From Pippa Gibson : Check out the new website http://www.deanza.edu/gov/
campus_facilities/
15:55:23  From Zoe Vulpe : yes would love some form of agenda
15:55:32  From Zoe Vulpe : or topics to consider
15:56:00  From Sally Gore : http://www.deanza.edu/gov/campus_facilities/
15:57:26  From Sam Bliss - De Anza : Thanks very much everyone - I have to run to another 
meeting.
15:58:55  From Yuetong Zhang : Thank you all. I really appreciate this 
15:59:27  From Sally Gore : Happy Thanksgiving!!
15:59:27  From Cheryl Owiesny : Gobble gobble


